The revolutionary Opus interface is designed using the latest in information technology to bring you
a major advance in homeopathic software. Opus is both incredibly easy to use and incredibly powerful.
Add unlimited flexibility and for the first time you have a homeopathic software program that fully meets
the needs of the entire homeopathic community.

All the essentials are combined in a single homeopathic
software program.
Imagine having all of your study materials: reference
library, repertory, even patient cases, class and seminar notes,
in one centralized location. The Opus Single Intuitive Interface
means that all information resides in one convenient place
– your Opus desktop! With Opus it’s easy to locate a familiar
rubric by performing a standard, repertory-only search…
But if your task is more complex, like locating an elusive,
yet highly characteristic bit of “patient language”, you’ll
appreciate the way Opus is able to easily pull search results
not only from the Repertory, but also from Materia Medica,
graphics, case notes and even the internet.

•• “A beginner, a professional or a homeopathic scholar will never

•• “I would not want to be without RADAR in my practice. An
amazing tool!” [ Gabriela Rieberer ].

be disappointed. I recommend this program to every practitioner
who wants to have the best results in their practice.”
[ Luc De Schepper MD ].
•• “A wonderful working and learning tool. Race around the

••

“Indispensable as a ‘symptom cruncher’ - a versatile
homoeopathic assistant.” [ Brian Kaplan ].

•• “It has always been my purpose to contribute as much as

repertory and access really useful cross-references.”

possible to the art and science of homeopathy. With all that

[ Misha Norland ].

I have accomplished, the Vithoulkas Expert System represents

•• “A major breakthrough in repertorial software.”
[ Farokh Master ].

Dissolving boundaries
Search anything, anywhere

the greatest contribution that I have made to homeopathy.”
[ George Vithoulkas ].

Easy & Simple
Opus homeopathic software is unique – a single intuitive
interface includes everything a busy homeopath needs:
Repertory, Materia Medica and Patient Files are literally at
your fingertips. There’s even a built-in web-browser!

Type any word or phrase to search both Repertory and
Materia Medica… add any search results to your analysis.
With Opus, the boundaries between Repertory and Materia
Medica are yours to keep - or not!
But it gets even better! With Opus you can search on
words, remedies or families - anywhere: Repertory, Materia
Medica, family graphs, patient notes… even online.
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Non-English speaker? No worries. With Opus’s built-in
translation functions, searching in your own language is now
a reality!
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New, old and forgotten

Helping your patients
to heal
As a homeopathic practitioner, you’ve dedicated yourself
to cultivating the art and science of homeopathy. This means
lifelong learning…

Opus allows you to add your own notes to your library,
as well as individual books and special collections. Seminar
notes become manageable when you add them directly to
your Opus software, where they are easily included in your
extended searches, and annotated with links to relevant
rubrics and materia medica references.

At Archibel we have always been known for our
dedication to classical scholarship, thorough research and
well-documented information.

With today’s abundance of information - old, new and
constantly expanding - you need help keeping it organized,
understanding it, and most importantly, putting it to good
use in your practice.
Homeopathic information is growing exponentially;
innovations in philosophy and methodology now coexist with
a rich body of knowledge and experience. Our understanding
is constantly evolving, and as a practitioner, we make you an
active participant in the process! With Opus you can easily
integrate your own notes, documents, images, sound and
video files.
Opus is the indispensable tool to help you manage,
assimilate, and apply homeopathy’s incessantly growing
body of information to your primary task: helping your
patients to heal!
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Today, thanks to our collaboration with homeopathy’s
best and brightest thinkers, Synthesis and Opus are informed
not only by the foundational classical works; they have fused
the research of all contemporary homeopaths, and include
all manner of provings and clinical information from the full
spectrum of homeopathic thought.

Especially noteworthy, we’re offering several invaluable
“old” journals – unavailable until now – including:
••
••
••
••

Proceedings of the International Hahnemannian Association
The Homeopathic Physician
The Organon Journal
Staph’s Archives

Each repertory addition is documented and ‘tagged’–
allowing the repertory to be reorganized in accordance with
the standards and philosophy of the individual practitioner
– from the strictly classical to the most liberal. As new
information becomes available – from provings, cured cases
or even newly indexed classics – it can be incorporated (or
not) according to these same standards and philosophy.
Materia Medica libraries range from the simplest
7-volume collection to a complete library, representing
a rich heritage of classic texts, new and old journals and
therapeutic references, mixed with modern Materia Medica,
provings, theoretical and reference materials.
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Opus’ Diverse Study & Case-Analysis Tools offer a means
of expanding your understanding and application of basic
and advanced principles. Every RadarOpus package includes
a stunningly beautiful graphical interface with illustrated
‘Kingdoms’ and “Families’.
This rich variety of study & analysis tools, designed in close
collaboration with leading homeopaths, offers much more
than beautiful pictures. The graphical interface is designed
to help you understand the themes and relationships of
remedies and apply this knowledge to deepen your caseanalysis skills. With Opus, you’ll have access to the work of
teachers such as:
••
••
••
••
••

Kingdoms by Dr. Will Taylor
Sankaran’s Schema
Scholten’s Element Theory
Vermeulen’s Fungi & Monera
Shore’s Birds, Plouvier’s Actinides, Vervarcke’s Vital
Approach, Alastair Gray’s Provings, and many more…

What about your cases?
Deepen your
understanding
Along with its graphical interface, Opus offers a variety
of Case Analysis Modules from homeopaths like George
Vithoulkas, Jeremy Sherr, Luc De Schepper, Liz Lalor and Paul
Herscu.
When it comes to case analysis, Opus is the most
versatile and flexible program available. Open as many
analysis windows as you like - that’s right - there’s no limit
on the number of different analysis windows you can open
at once. Doing a follow-up visit? Open a series of windows
from previous sessions to get an overview of your patient’s
progress. Want to look at your case from a variety of angles?
Use standard analysis settings or perhaps apply a ‘family’
filter to one or more of the available windows and make a
side-by-side comparison - the possibilities are endless!

Ever wished you could re-create your own thought
process, or recall what led you to a brilliant prescription?
Your case notes are centralized in Opus, where a convenient
search recalls it all in just seconds.
And imagine having access to a pool of high-quality
cured cases! With Opus you have easy access to the Clificol
database of cured cases.

Making your life simple!
Running a busy homeopathic practice means keeping
track of information - lots of it. Opus is on your side - helping
you keep track of all the ‘bits & pieces’ of each patient’s
case. Basic patient management tools are built right in! The
program’s single intuitive interface, means saving case notes
and analysis charts is all handled with a couple of mouse
clicks. Imagine the time you’ll save, having all patient records
saved and accessible in one place!

Tools for lifelong learners
Accelerate your learning and increase your understanding.
Whether you’ve just started formal homeopathic
studies, or you’re a dedicated practitioner, you’ll find Opus
indispensable to your ongoing growth and learning.

Vithoulkas | Expert System
Let Professor George Vithoulkas
help you solve your cases
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Announcing the Release of the Revolutionary
New Software Program: RadarOpus
Macintosh & Windows native

Open, inclusive & flexible software

RadarOpus is the homeopathic software program designed
from the ground up to work on your computer. No matter
which platform you use, rest assured that you are investing
in state-of-the-art technology.

RadarOpus incorporates the best in both Classical and
Modern homeopathic data and thinking. It’s an open platform,
where you decide what’s right for you, your patients and
your practice.

One program for everything
A single intuitive interface for everything a busy
homeopath needs: Repertory, Materia Medica, Patient Files,
even insert your own seminar notes.
RadarOpus is all the essentials combined in a single
homeopathic software program.

Synthesis 2010
Why settle for second-best? Synthesis 2010 - the world’s
largest, most reliable & comprehensive homeopathic
database - is available exclusively with RadarOpus!

Families, Kingdoms, Vithoulkas, Herscu, Stöteler,
Vervarcke, Vermeulen, Scholten, Sankaran, Shore, Sherr, De
Schepper: our menu of homeopathic families is growing
faster than we can count.

RadarOpus: the indispensable tool for
your homeopathic practice, studies and
teaching
Helping you manage, assimilate and apply today’s
homeopathic information to your primary task: helping
patients heal!
P R O GR A M A ND D ATA B A S E S

New homeopathic information is a constant; new
provings, re-discovered classical texts… Synthesis 2010 &
RadarOpus combine in an open, flexible platform where you
choose how much - or how little - of the new information to
include in your program.

Program and databases / Version 1.0

for support
please visit our web site
www.radaropus.com
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More info

www.radaropus.com
please visit our web site
for support

UK - Phil Edmonds | 01444 - 457851
phil@radar-uk.co.uk - www.radar-uk.co.uk

Germany - Reinhard Rosé | 08192 93060
www.radar-csp.de

The Netherlands - Rene Otter | 040-252 13 11
rcotter@planet.nl - www.lutravision.com

Australia - Greg Cope | 07 3118 5957
info@naturalhealingsoftware.com
www.naturalhealingsoftware.com

North America | Toll Free Number - 888-722-5423
whn@whnow.com - www.wholehealthnow.com

International | opus@archibel.com
www.radaropus.com

Program and databases / Version 1.0
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